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Ben Hecht and the Roaring 20’s Come to the Cliff 
By Eve Moran CD’10 

 
 The Chicago Literary Hall of Fame has selected Ben Hecht as a 2013 inductee.  On November 

15, 2013, The Cliff Dwellers celebrated Hecht and his 1001 Afternoons in Chicago. 

 Chicago literary personalities Paul Durica and Bill Savage set the stage and brought us back to 

1920‘s Chicago. This was a time when newspapers flourished, when soapbox speakers drew crowds, 

and when a wildly creative culture emerged from the grit and gravel of a fractured city.     

 Durica, a truly inspired Chicago historian, introduced many of us to the Dil Pickle Club.  In 

operation from 1914-1933, Paul reported, this bohemian hang-out invited the curious, the innovative, 

the misfits, the radical and controversial thinkers and the poets of its time. This included Ben Hecht 

and other members of the Chicago Renaissance (e.g. Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay, Clarence 

Darrow). We were charmed to learn The Dil Pickle marked its entrance with a sign that read “Step 

High, Stay Low, Leave Your Dignity Outside.” Equally vibrant and important in this era, Paul 

emphasized, was our own Cliff Dwellers club in operation since 1907 and, certainly, hitting its full 

stride in the Roaring 20’s. 

 But, the night belonged to Ben Hecht--newspaperman, playwright, novelist, script writer. 

Bill Savage, a distinguished Senior Lecturer at Northwestern University, wrote the new introduction to 

Hecht’s much-heralded 1001 Afternoons in Chicago. He observed that Hecht’s love of story, his literary ambitions, and his restless 

creativity prompted the idea of a series of newspaper columns that were gathered in 1922 to form the book. These tales of city life are 

reflective of a certain period, Savage noted, and yet they enchant us still.               

 A special highlight of the evening was the attention given by Savage to the book design and illustrations by Herman Rosse. 

Flipping through the book, shows that each of the stories carries alongside an illustration that hints at, but does not reveal the plot. 

And, for the close of each story, Rosse created a mask.  Savage projected some of these artworks on a screen, showing them to be 

architecturally literate, innovative and utterly modern. They gave to the city of Chicago a beauty it was not considered to possess at 

that time. 
 

 Three Cliff Dwellers members took the stage to read selections from 1001 Afternoons. 
 

 Jack Zimmerman, so gifted in the spoken word, had the audience laughing loudly as he gave voice to the colorful characters that 

appear in The Indestructible Masterpiece. This is a story of two raconteurs who (Egads!) find themselves out-of-credit at Schneider’s 

barroom.  They scheme to have Schneider hold as collateral a worthless painting that they have insured for a large sum of money. 

Then a fire breaks out.   

 Eve Moran delivered a meditation on the mysteries of life that perplexed the newspaper reporter in Grass Figures. This reporter 

is a thinking man. Ideas come to him but just as quickly fizzle. He asks straightforward questions but the answers are bare and 

unsatisfying. And, to his dismay, the secret he uncovers simply will not write.  

 Richard Reeder presented a stirring reading of World Conquerors. In this vignette, a thousand people have come to the hall to 

hear a discussion about world revolution. They are mostly shop workers and a type of intelligentsia.  They listen attentively to the 

orator and the chief speaker. When it is over, the audience moves out onto the streets, provoked, dreamful, and yet unsure.   

  These stories provided us with a taste of Hecht and the 1920’s while whetting our appetite for more. 
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From the Archives:  Leaving the Old Home Behind 
An Artifact Discovered by the CD History Committee at the Newberry Library 
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A Flare for Food 
As told to Mike Deines, CD’03 
 

 Get off the elevator on 22, walk down the hallway into 

the Kiva for lunch, and almost immediately gentle, pleasant 

aromas from the kitchen greet you.  Chef Victor Perez and his 

team in the kitchen have been at work.  All is well. 

 In the eight years since Chef Victor came to the Cliff 

Dwellers, we have been treated to an array of excellent fare.  

His menus offer variety, member favorites, and special 

surprises for special events and programs.  Whether the day’s 

lunch invites a simple soup and salad, an inflation fighter, or a 

Schroeder club; or the evening’s meal arrives with special 

braising or sauces; or a special Club event features  a variety 

of hotdogs or perhaps  French cuisine—we all can count on 

excellent dining experiences from  the hands of our fine chef. 

 So, we might ask, how did Victor find his way into the 

business of cooking and into The Cliff Dwellers’ kitchen on 

top of 200 S. Michigan?  Well, he says… 

 

 I have always lived in Chicago.  My parents were born 

here. I was born in Pilsen and grew up in Brighton Park, a 

kind of rough area.  But, we have a close family and home.  

Whenever my mom and gramma made tamales and tortillas at 

home, I watched and helped.  Everything they made tasted 

perfect.  They seemed so creative in the kitchen.  And for 

special events--like holidays or my birthday–mom would cook 

for all my friends and our family.  I wanted to cook, too, and 

they let me help.   

 When I was 21, I had a maintenance job at Shaw’s Crab 

House.  I’d hang out in the kitchen, pretending to fix the air-

conditioning, and then watch how they created stuff.  I studied 

every step the chefs performed  in taking a raw steak to a 

cooked steak and, then, adding touches to the meal’s 

presentation.  That’s when I started thinking that cooking was 

what I wanted to do in my life.  

  At first, I began cooking out of magazines.  Very quickly 

I realized that just repeating recipes wasn’t going to be 

enough.  I had to have a “piece of paper” to actually get into 

the business.  So, I enrolled in the Washburn Trade School, a 

very competitive program, and completed their two year 

culinary course.  I landed my first jobs as a chef at the 

Congress Hotel and then the King Crab House in Lincoln 

Park. 

 For 20 years I’ve been working in the Loop and learning 

about cooking.  I spent four years at the Art Institute.  I also 

spent time at the Sheraton Towers and the Wyndham Hotel. I 

spent a lot of time working for Chef John Colleta.  He taught 

me French and Italian cuisine and the skills I now use every 

day.  I worked long hours. Before coming to The Cliff 

Dwellers I was at the Standard Club as the Banquet 

 

 
Chef Victor Perez 

 

Chef for four years.  Even though I am here now, I stay in 

touch with many of the people who helped me along the way. 

 I love cooking, and being the chef  here these past eight 

years has given me the freedom to be creative.  The Club 

members are great.  They appreciate when we accomplish 

something special.  The atmosphere is welcoming and friendly 

but demanding and that is fine because I put a lot on myself, 

too.  We have a great group, a team that has been working 

together in the kitchen for quite a while. Gerardo is a very 

hard worker. At the Art Institute, Nora and I worked together.  

Bertin and I worked together at the Italian Village. There, I 

even had to learn Italian so that I would be able to speak about 

food and cooking in their kitchen.   I’m constantly reading 

about cooking ; I want to always  keep on learning from 

others.  Once at the Wyndham when the King of Sweden was 

visiting, I even had a chance to cook with his chefs:  they 

showed me how to make Swedish meatballs their way—the 

“right way” they said.  They were delicious.   

 On the weekend if there’s nothing else going on, I like to 

cook pizza or pasta at home for my wife Kay.  I want to get 

back into making Mexican dishes—enchiladas and tamales.  I 

want to start doing for my family the dishes I learned from my 

mom and gramma.  But, my mom’s not around anymore….I 

remember, I would be playing on 19
th

 Street in the 

summertime and she would call me in. The windows were 

always up and open to catch the breeze, and the curtains 

would be blowing out the open windows.  She would be in the 

kitchen making flour tortillas and put a bit of butter on 

them…. There’s nothing better. I miss that stuff.  

 Moms have their own way of doing things. They have 

been doing them for years—these little things you didn’t pick 

up on or just didn’t know.  I spent more time eating her 

tortillas than making them with her. I wish I had paid more 

attention  so that I could share perfection with others.
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A God Man Is Hard to Find 
As told to Mike Deines, CD’03 

 

 

 
Club Manager Don Santelli 

 

 

 On the Monday after Thanksgiving, fifteen years ago 

today, I got off the elevator ready for an interview with Mark, 

the club manager.  Turning down the hallway, I saw a cloud of 

smoke obscuring my view of the lake. I walked through the 

smoke, and there was Bob, filling the entryway to the Kiva 

with a gray billowing greeting. 

 He smiled, sent me to wait by the fireplace, and ten 

minutes later came over and said, “You know me right?  

We’ve met.”  

 “Yah,” I answered.  But, at least 7-8 years had passed 

since I last was at the old Cliff Dwellers. Bob had an amazing 

memory for people and their stories. That day, we began a 

long friendship, and I became assistant manager at the Club. 

 After working at the Sheraton Resort in French Lick, 

Indiana, I came back to Chicago and through a lead got a job 

at the Union League Club.  I became one of the youngest 

catering managers in the city. I had 25 banquet rooms and 4 

bars to take care of.  I really didn’t think I would be in this 

business very long, but, you know how it goes--all of a sudden 

eighteen years had gone by like the blink of an eye. 

 So in 1998, I came here.  The following summer Mark 

left and another guy was hired.  Shortly after Thanksgiving, 

we discovered the embezzlement; by Christmas we thought 

we were going to go broke.  The Club was on the ropes. The 

manager, who had been with us for a few months wanted to 

get off the sinking ship, went to Ms. Fallon and quit. 

Everything was in a turmoil:  no money, no manager. 

 Leonard Foster came into the office the next day and 

asked one question, “Can you run this place?”  Since I had 

already been doing that job for 3-4 months, I said, “Yes.” The  

 

 

 

Board called me into the Sullivan Room, asked the question 

again, and I got the job. 

 We survived the embezzlement because some old-timers 

stepped up.  They made some loans and did some big-time 

fund raising to keep us open and moving forward.   

 But then, a year later in 2001, we were back in trouble. 

We had a fire in the kitchen. Spontaneous combustion caused 

some oily rags in laundry bags to heat up, smolder, and catch 

fire. It’s why we have to keep used laundry outside. 

Fortunately, we had enough insurance money for salaries and 

improvements, and after about six months we re-opened. 

 The Cliff Dwellers is a great place.  It has always been 

about the people—the membership and the staff together.  It 

was right up my alley to come here. Experience, background, 

career—it all fit.  People don’t always understand why all the 

stuff in life happens.  But then, it does. 

 Going all the way back to the Sheraton in French Lick in 

the early 70’s, things were happening.  We had a pipeline to 

the Pullman Porters for staff.  The hotel quartered them. They 

called me “Donnie,” taught me the little things about the 

business.  We had a great relationship. Orange County was 

pretty rough, the poorest county in Indiana, so I went to the 

Black Cat where my friends were rather than to the roughneck 

bars where the locals were. I played basketball with the guys 

after work. This skinny local kid named Byrd, a high school 

freshman at the time, came out and played in our games.  He 

liked the competition. I guarded him a couple of times. The 

kid had a future. 

 Then, twenty year later, I came here and looked around 

and saw that most of the wait-staff were Pullman Porters, and 

thought—“Here we go again.  The same good people.”  

French Lick was a training ground. 

 The same goes for the constant craziness with 4,000 

members at the Union League, the embezzlement, the fire, and 

working with Bob nearly every day for 15 years. 

 The stars and karma were  lined up, and it seemed this 

place was for me. 

 So, when the time came, I was ready for the lease ordeal. 

 Bob and I—talking between the two of us—said, “We’re 

not going to move.”  We stayed positive and felt something 

was going to happen.  Something good.  

 We’re still here. 

 There isn’t anyone else on the Staff that goes back as far 

as those years I had with Bob.  Cris was the last of our 

Pullman Porters.  I called Amtrak, contacted a big church on 

the South Side, and ran an ad  in The Defender, but there 

aren’t any left from those days who are looking for work.  

That culture is gone.  It’s the end of an era.   

 But there are good times ahead.  And, like I said, “It’s 

always about the people.” 
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On the Calendar 
 

November 30, 10:00 a.m. The annual tree-trimming and 

decorating for the holidays at the Club. 

 

December 10, 5:30 Art Exhibition Opening featuring art by 

Club members.  Prospective member reception accompanies 

the annual  display by CD artists.  Stay for dinner. 

 

December 13  Holiday Luncheon for Members and Staff 

recognition. Guests welcome.  Make reservations early. 

 

December 14  Children’s Holiday Luncheon. Children and 

grandchildren invited.  Make reservation ASAP. 

 

December 21 Club Closes during the holidays.  Re-opens 

January 6.  
 

January 6  Annual Meeting and  Dinner for members only. 

Formal attire, an old custom of the Club, is encouraged but not 

mandatory.  
 

Cliff Notes 
 

Over 4,000  individuals visited The Cliff Dwellers during 

“Open House Chicago” October 19-20. In a follow-up survey  

conducted  by the Chicago Architectural Foundation, The Cliff 

ranked 5
th

  most popular among the 150 sites across Chicago 

that opened their doors to the public. Congratulations to all 

members who shared their time and pride as hosts.  We have 

been invited to participate again in 2014.  

 

Paul Hamer CD’05 framed, delivered, and installed the 

recently acquired Frank Lloyd Wright architectural remnant 

donated by Tom Abrahamson CD’03.  The artifact is located 

to the right of the Sullivan mural. 

The Sullivan mural in the elevator hall has sustained a 

significant scratch.  The Conservation Center, who recently 

restored the Norton mural, has proposed  repairing the 

Sullivan at a cost of approximately $2,000.  Covering the 

mural with museum-quality Plexiglas is being considered.  In 

the meantime, let us all take care in the elevator hallway, and 

keep a watchful eye open--especially for bulky backpacks 

with buckles. 

 

 

 

Since our last publication 10 individuals interested in literature 

and the arts have become new members of The Cliff Dwellers.  

We welcome them and look forward to their active 

participation in Club activities and events. 

 

E. Bruce Dunn, George A. Faris, James Kursar,  

Cathy Maloney, Aaron May, Karen Osieski Meehan,  

James L. Nagle (re-admit), Timothy S. Shelly,  

Debbie Hunter Snow, Jason Steffen 

 

Since our April 2013 re-opening following the Club 

renovation, we have added 60 new members to the ranks of 

The Cliff Dwellers.  Zivio! to all. 

 

 
We are pleased to welcome Vivian Gutierrez as the most 

recent addition to our staff at The Cliff Dwellers. She will be 

working in the office, accepting reservations, and acting as the 

Club’s receptionist.  Vivian lives on the northwest side of 

Chicago.  She is married and has two children. 

 

With the Holiday Seasons upon us, we have much to be 

thankful for in 2013.  The Cliff Dwellers is vibrant, alive and 

well. The Club continues to be a place where we can enjoy old 

friendships and build new ones.  We are blessed.  One of our 

true blessings is the group of individuals who form our Staff , 

prepare our food, and manage all our activities.   

We have a wonderful holiday tradition here on the Cliff, an 

opportunity to show our appreciation for the outstanding 

service that the Staff provides each of us and our guests. That 

tradition is contributing to The Cliff Dwellers Holiday Fund so 

that we can express our thanks to the Staff at the Annual 

Holiday Luncheon on Friday, December 13, 2013.  Donations 

can be mailed to or dropped off at the Club. 

 

MEMBERS WISHING TO CONTRIBUTE TO 

ON AND OFF THE CLIFF 
CAN SUBMIT STORIES, REFLECTIONS, ARTICLES,  

POEMS, PHOTOS AND  

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE ARTS TO EDITOR: 

MIKE DEINES 1512 TYRELL AVE. PARK RIDGE,IL 60068 

Or –mail mjdeines@yahoo.com 


